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Description

A dataset which contains one poem written by Percy Bysshe Shelley that expresses his outrage at the Peterloo Massacre of 1819. “The Masque of Anarchy” (or “The Mask of Anarchy”) is a British political poem written in 1819 by Percy Bysshe Shelley. In his call for freedom, it is perhaps the first modern statement of the principle of nonviolent resistance.” Source: Wikipedia.

Usage

anarchy

Format

A VCorpus of 1 text document.

References


Examples

data(anarchy)
anarchy
climate_strange

Untitled: Climate Strange

Description
A dataset which contains one poem written by Irucka Ajani Embry that challenges the nature of Reality and the expressions of material science (Eugenics, Genetic Engineering, Global Warming, etc.).

Usage
climate_strange

Format
A VCorpus of 1 text document.

References

Examples
data(climate_strange)
calendar_strange

connect_dots

Connect the D.O.T.S.

Description
A dataset which contains a piece written by Obiora Embry in April 2006. It was written to help wake up consumers and empower them with knowledge to invoke change from automobile manufacturers and within society by connecting various dots.

Usage
connect_dots

Format
A VCorpus of 1 text document.
References


Examples

data/connect_dots
connect_dots

iemisctext

iemisctext: Irucka Embry’s miscellaneous data collection of text documents

Description

iemisctext provides an eclectic set of written expressions by Percy Bysshe Shelley, Mark Twain, Major General Smedley Butler, Obiora Embry, and Irucka Ajani Embry.

us_them

Untitled: Us versus Them or People Screwing over Other People

Description

A dataset which contains one poem written by Irucka Ajani Embry that challenges the ideas of "us versus them" through a variety of examples.

Usage

us_them

Format

A VCorpus of 1 text document.

References


Examples

data(us_them)
us_them
Description

A dataset which contains one short story written by Mark Twain that expresses his outrage at US military intervention in the Philippines. "It is a scathing indictment of war, and particularly of blind patriotic and religious fervor as motivations for war. The structure of the work is simple: An unnamed country goes to war, and patriotic citizens attend a church service for soldiers who have been called up. The people call upon their God to grant them victory and protect their troops. Suddenly, an "aged stranger" appears and announces that he is God's messenger. He explains to them that he is there to speak aloud the second part of their prayer for victory, the part which they have implicitly wished for but have not spoken aloud themselves: the prayer for the suffering and destruction of their enemies. What follows is a grisly depiction of hardships inflicted on war-torn nations by their conquerors. The story ends with the man being ignored." (Source: The War Prayer [Wikipedia])

Usage

war_prayer

Format

A VCorpus of 1 text document.

References


Examples

data(war_prayer)
war_prayer
Description

A dataset which contains one book written by Major General Smedley Butler that describes how war is and has always been a racket.

Usage

war_racket

Format

A VCorpus of 1 text document.

References


Examples

data(war_racket)
war_racket
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